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FRIDAY: GOALKEEPERS

ARRIVAL & CHECK-IN: Players check-in at main tent then head to you.

BALL FAMILIARIZATION: Handball - as players filter in you create two teams. They play handball where they 
throw the ball to each other and try to score in the goal by throwing it in. Once a 
player catches a ball they cannot move and the opposition cannot take the ball out 
of their hands, teammates must get open for a pass and opponents must try to 
intercept. Make sure some coaching is going on - talk to players about their footwork 
to get open and their set position when receiving a ball.

WELCOME & INTRO: Intro and weekly recap - share some fun memories.

WARM-UP: Split your players in to two teams - team one grabs a ball each and spaces around 
the outside of a 24x24 yard grid. Team two are in the middle without a ball - when 
coach says go, team two will run to a player on the outside and ask for a ball. Team 
one will start by serving ground balls to team two players who will perform a ground 
scoop then serve the ball back to the same player with a roll. 

As the game progresses you add-in more advanced techniques: chest balls, looped 
throws, etc so the receiving players can work on different types of catch - make sure 
you also talk about different types of distribution to give it back. Focus on good form 
- is each GK getting set properly? Are they getting their body behind the ball? Are 
they taking care when giving the ball back?

TECHNIQUE BASED GAME: 2 lines of players, facing each other about 24 yards apart, one double-sided goal in 
the middle - one GK starts in the goal- the rest of the players are in one of two lines, 
one behind the other. When coach shouts go, the first player from line 1 will dribble 
forward and try to score - if they score they join the back of line 2. A new player from 
line 2 will enter the game and try to score from the opposite side of the goal. If a 
player fails to score they become the new GK. 

The objective here is to create a fast and intensive game where the central GK is 
faced with lots of opportunities to save the ball. They must pressure the ball and 
make themselves big while also trying to stay between the ball and the goal. Once 
they are beaten they must pop right up to face their next opponent from the other 
side. If a player is stuck in goal for too long you can switch them out after 5/6 shots. 
Encourage the dribbling player to go to one side and work with your players on 
staying on the ball-line and sliding across their goal as the ball moves.

TACTICAL APPLICATION: Create a 40x30 yard mini-field - place three goals along each of the 40 yard lengths. 
Divide your players in to two teams. They will play against each other and try to score 
in any of the oppositions three goals. Start by nominating one GK for each of the 
small goals - this should leave a 2v2 or 3v3 in the middle so there should be plenty 
of shots at the goals. Talk to your goalkeepers about reading the field and moving 
with the ball. If they receive possession, ask them how and where they will distribute. 
As the game progresses you can allow all players to play the game and ask them to 
react to the game - allow any of them to go in as GK for one of the goals as the game 
dictates (can they read the game and spot danger?).
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CONDITIONED 
SCRIMMAGE:

Small-sided games based on numbers. Play for 10-15 minutes with players under 
instructions that force them to use today’s skills. For example; having multiple goals, 
shortening the field so it’s easier to take a shot or having neutral (all-time offensive) 
players should create lots of attacking play.

WORLD CUP
SMALL-SIDED 
TOURNAMENT:

Regular soccer - try to make four balanced teams if possible and have two games 
going on at once - give them positions and allow GKs if you can. Try to create an 
exciting tournament feel where you will keep scores. You can award bonus points for 
showing skills from the week. Remember that this is still coaching time so try to find 
opportunities to repeat your coaching points.

COACHES CORNER: Deliver content from CC document - this is an extended break so players should fill 
out that day’s scores on their evaluation as well as eating their snack.

RECAP: All players return to welcome area and camp leader discusses that day’s learning 
outcomes. Players stay seated and are initialed out by a parent. Full-day campers 
may have lunch.

FRIDAY: GOALKEEPERS

SMALL-SIDED GAME: Lightening - each player has five lives - they stand in a line outside of the penalty 
box - one starts as GK - coach plays a ball to the first player in line, they must shoot 
first time - if they score they get +1 point and the GK gets -1 point. If the GK saves the 
GK gets +1, the striker -1. If the player completely misses nothing happens. After a 
striker takes their turn they then go in goal, the previous GK joins the back of the line. 
Once a player loses all of their lives they stand behind the goal - if they catch a shot 
that misses then they are back in the game at the expense of the player who took 
that shot. 




